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COMPLAINT

Defendants.

NATURE OF THE ACTION
1.

Plaintiff Idaho Conservation League (ICL) brings this action against EPA

Administrator Scott Pruitt and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (collectively EPA) for
failing to respond within a reasonable time to ICL’s March 9, 2015, Petition asking EPA to
disapprove and revise the Snake River–Hells Canyon Total Maximum Daily Load (“Hells
Canyon TMDL”) under EPA’s Clean Water Act authority. This action arises under and alleges
violations of the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), 5 U.S.C. §§ 551–706, specifically
sections 553(e), 555(b) and (e), and 706(1).
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2.

The Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River is polluted with excessive nutrients.

The reach consists of three reservoirs created by Idaho Power’s Hells Canyon Complex dams
(Brownlee, Oxbow, and Hells Canyon) as well as the free-flowing Snake River below the
reservoirs through Hells Canyon to the Salmon River confluence.
3.

Nutrient pollution is one of America’s most widespread environmental problems

and is caused by excessive nitrogen and phosphorus. Because Hells Canyon is polluted with
nutrients, Idaho and Oregon prepared, and EPA approved, the Hells Canyon TMDL in 2004.
The TMDL is a Clean Water Act pollution budget that is intended to limit the amount of nutrient
pollution entering Hells Canyon to low enough levels so nutrient water quality standards will be
met. In an effort to achieve this goal, the TMDL sets a “target” concentration of nutrients in the
river. The target is 0.07 mg/L of total Phosphorus and applies during only the months of May
through September.
4.

Since 2003, new information including a 2011 study by the United States

Geological Survey (USGS) show the TMDL target is inadequate and a lower and/or year-round
total Phosphorus target is needed. Without a new target, Hells Canyon will continue to violate
nutrient water quality standards, experience harmful algal blooms, and otherwise adversely
impact aquatic life, recreation, and human health. This has proven true in recent years. For
example, in 2016 and 2017, the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (IDEQ) issued
health advisories and closed down areas in Hells Canyon to use due to harmful algal blooms.
5.

In addition to causing harmful algal blooms, nutrient pollution plays an important

role in mercury pollution problems that plague Hells Canyon. Mercury is a highly toxic metal
that bio-accumulates in living organisms, including fish. Mercury concentrations in fish in Hells
Canyon have been found to be up to 5 times higher than fish further upstream. Idaho has issued
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human health advisories warning people not to eat fish caught in Hells Canyon. High nutrient
levels create conditions that facilitate the conversion of inorganic mercury in Hells Canyon to
organic methylmercury. Compared to inorganic mercury, organic methymercury is much more
harmful, and can be more easily absorbed by fish and passed up the food chain.
6.

Nutrient pollution and related methylmercury pollution also adversely impact

efforts to restore salmon and steelhead species that historically inhabited the Hells Canyon.
Today, salmon and steelhead only inhabit the free flowing reaches of Hells Canyon below the
Idaho Power’s Hells Canyon Complex dams. These salmon and steelhead are harmed by
nutrient and mercury pollution, adding to their risk of extinction. Furthermore, NOAA Fisheries
has determined that reintroducing salmon and steelhead above the dams would help the species
persist; however NOAA Fisheries has found water quality above the dams to be too degraded to
support these fish at present.
7.

Based on these and other concerns, in March 2015—over two-and-a-half years

ago—ICL submitted its Petition requesting that EPA review, disapprove, and revise the Hells
Canyon TMDL under the agency’s Clean Water Act authority, 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d). However,
to date, EPA has failed to respond to ICL’s Petition.
8.

EPA has unlawfully refused to act or unreasonably delayed in acting on ICL’s

Petition under the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706(1), and thus ICL brings this action to compel EPA to
respond to its Petition. ICL seeks judicial relief compelling Defendants to act promptly upon
ICL’s Petition and begin the process of revising the Hells Canyon TMDL to provide full
protection against phosphorus pollution loadings throughout the year.
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE
9.

Jurisdiction is proper in this Court under 18 U.S.C. § 1331 because the cause of

action arises from federal law (the Administrative Procedure Act and Clean Water Act) and
under 28 U.S.C. § 1346 (United States Defendant). The relief requested herein is proper under
28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 (declaratory judgment) and 2202 (injunctive relief) and 5 U.S.C. § 706(1)
(APA).
10.

An actual, justiciable controversy exists between Plaintiff and Defendants, and

ICL properly challenges Defendants’ unlawful refusal and/or unreasonable delay to act upon
ICL’s Petition under the APA, 5 U.S.C. §§ 551(13) & 706(1).
11.

Venue is properly vested in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) because

a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims herein occurred within this
judicial district, a significant portion of the lands and resources in question are in this district,
Defendant’s Idaho Operations Office is located in this district, and Plaintiff ICL resides in this
district.
PARTIES
12.

Plaintiff IDAHO CONSERVATION LEAGUE (ICL) is a non-profit conservation

organization incorporated under the laws of Idaho with its principal place of business in Boise,
Idaho. ICL’s mission is to protect clean water, clean air, healthy families, and Idaho’s unique
quality of life. ICL works to protect these values through public education, outreach, advocacy,
and policy development.
13.

ICL has standing to bring this action. As Idaho’s largest state-based conservation

organization, ICL represents around 30,000 supporters, many of whom have a deep personal
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interest in protecting and restoring water quality and fisheries throughout Idaho, including the
Snake River through Hells Canyon.
14.

ICL has staff, members, and supporters who live, recreate, and work in and

around the Snake River, including the Hells Canyon reach. ICL staff, members, and supporters
frequently visit, recreate, and engage in activities in Hells Canyon. They use the area for fishing,
hiking, photographing, boating, and observing wildlife, among other uses. They are harmed by
excessive nutrient pollution.
15.

The environmental, health, aesthetic, recreational, organizational, and economic

interests of ICL and its staff, members, and supporters have been, are being, and will be
adversely affected by Defendants’ failure to respond to ICL’s Petition. Excessive nutrient
pollution degrades water quality by causing algal blooms and by facilitating the conversion of
mercury to methylmercury which impair fish and other aquatic life and degrade recreation
experiences, among other impacts, in Hells Canyon and the downstream Snake River. As a
result, ICL supporters refrain from fishing, swimming, hiking, photographing, boating, observing
wildlife, and other activities in Hells Canyon and downstream and/or enjoy these activities less.
16.

Furthermore, Defendants’ failure to respond to ICL’s Petition injures ICL by

diverting and depleting its time, resources, and effort, and by preventing ICL from advocating
solutions to nutrient pollution problems in Hells Canyon and impairing ICL’s organizational
mission.
17.

These injuries to ICL are traceable to Defendants’ conduct and would be

redressed by the relief ICL seeks in this action. Congress and EPA have determined that TMDLs
are an effective tool for achieving water quality standards. As set forth in ICL’s Petition, new
information shows that the Hells Canyon TMDL is inadequate, because it does not set a stringent
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enough nutrient target to achieve water quality standards. Without responding to ICL’s petition,
the inadequate Hells Canyon TMDL remains in place, and ICL, the public, and others do not
know whether, when, or how Defendants will proceed to address the problem.
18.

Defendant SCOTT PRUITT is sued in his official capacity as Administrator of the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. As Administrator, Mr. Pruitt is in the highest position at
the agency, where has the authority and responsibility to implement the Clean Water Act, 33
U.S.C. § 1251 et seq., among other federal environmental statutes. As Administrator, Mr. Pruitt
must respond to a petition within a reasonable time.
19.

Defendant U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY is an agency of

the United States charged with implementing and ensuring compliance with the Clean Water
Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1251 et seq., among other federal environmental statutes. As a federal agency,
EPA must respond to a petition within a reasonable time. EPA has an Idaho Operations Office in
Boise, Idaho.
LEGAL BACKGROUND
The Clean Water Act and Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs)
20.

In 1972, Congress passed the Clean Water Act “to restore and maintain the

chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters” through the reduction and
eventual elimination of the discharge of pollutants. 33 U.S.C. § 1251(a). To meet these goals,
Section 303(c) of the Clean Water Act requires the establishment of water quality standards.
21.

Water quality standards are promulgated by the states, subject to EPA review,

and establish the desired condition of each waterway within the state’s regulatory jurisdiction.
33 U.S.C. § 1313(a). Water quality standards under the CWA must include three elements: (1)
one or more designated “uses” of that waterway; (2) water quality “criteria” specifying the
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amount of various pollutants that may be present in those waters and still protect the designated
uses; and (3) an anti-degradation policy with implementation methods to protect all existing uses.
Id. at 1313(c)(2) and (d)(4)(B); 40 C.F.R. 131.10(B).
22.

Under section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, states are responsible for

developing TMDLs, subject to EPA review, for waters not expected to meet water quality
standards with technology-based controls. 33 U.S.C § 1313(d)(1)(A). States develop TMDLs to
meet water quality standards, allowing for seasonal variation and a margin of safety. Id. at
1313(d)(1)(C). A key component of the TMDL is the loading capacity, which is the quantity of
a pollutant that a waterbody can receive without violating water quality standards. The basis of
the loading capacity is a target, which is a measurable quality of water condition.
23.

Once developed, a state must submit the TMDL to EPA for review and approval.

33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(2). EPA must then approve or disapprove the TMDL no later than thirty
(30) days after the date of submission. Id. If EPA disapproves a state-submitted TMDL, then
EPA must prepare an substitute TMDL. Id.
24.

As EPA, the State of Idaho, and the State of Oregon all recognize, a TMDL is to

be reviewed regularly, and a TMDL must be revised when new information shows that the
TMDL will not achieve compliance with water quality standards.
The Administrative Procedure Act
25.

The APA requires that federal agencies promptly conclude matters presented to

them, including petitions submitted by interested persons seeking relief from the agency. See 5
U.S.C. § 555(b) & (e). Specifically, the APA requires that “[p]rompt notice shall be given of the
denial in whole or in part of a written application, petition, or other request of an interested
person made in connection with any agency proceeding,” and such “notice shall be accompanied
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by a brief statement of the grounds for denial,” unless the denial is self-explanatory or affirmed a
prior denial. Id. § 555(e).
26.

The APA provides that “[a] person suffering legal wrong because of agency

action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a relevant
statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof.” Id. § 702. The EPA defines “agency action”
subject to judicial review as including both denial of a petition for relief and an agency’s “failure
to act.” Id. § 551(13). EPA is a federal agency whose actions are subject to review under the
APA. See id. § 551(1).
27.

The APA’s judicial review provisions direct the courts to hold unlawful and set

aside any agency action that is “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in
accordance with law”. Id. § 706(2)(A). The APA specifically empowers reviewing courts to
“compel agency action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed”. Id. § 706(1).
28.

To determine whether an agency’s failure to respond to a petition for relief is

unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed under APA Section 706(1), courts generally look
to factors first described in Telecommunications Research & Action Ctr. v. F.C.C., 750 F.2d 70
(D.C. Cir. 1984) (the “TRAC factors”). See also Independence Min. Co. v. Babbitt, 105 F.3d
502, 507 (9th Cir. 1997) (applying TRAC factors to evaluate whether agency “unlawfully
withheld or unreasonably delayed” action within the meaning of APA section 706(1)).
29.

The TRAC factors are: “(1) the time agencies take to make decisions must be

governed by a rule of reason; (2) where Congress has provided a timetable or other indication of
the speed with which it expects the agency to proceed in the enabling statute, that statutory
scheme may supply content for this rule of reason; (3) delays that might be reasonable in the
sphere of economic regulation are less tolerable when human health and welfare are at stake; (4)
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the court should consider the effect of expediting delayed action on agency activities of higher or
competing priority; (5) the court should also take into account the nature and extent of the
interests prejudiced by delay; and (6) the court need not find any impropriety lurking behind
agency lassitude in order to hold that agency action is unreasonably delayed.” 750 F.2d at 80
(internal quotations and citations omitted).
RELEVANT FACTS
The Hells Canyon Reach of the Snake River
30.

The Snake River is largest tributary to the Columbia River and the tenth longest

river system in the United States, extending over one thousand miles from its headwaters in
Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming, across Idaho, to its confluence with the Columbia River
in Washington. Over its length, the river falls nearly 7,000 feet in elevation as it passes through
rich farmland and some of the deepest canyons in North America.
31.

The Snake River watershed is located mostly in Idaho but also includes parts of

Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, Oregon, and Washington. The Snake River flows for nearly 760 miles
in Idaho, and about 87 percent of all land in Idaho drains into the Snake River. In Idaho, the
Snake River flows west across the Snake River Plain in southern Idaho and then flows north
through Hells Canyon along the Idaho-Oregon border.
32.

The Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River follows the Idaho-Oregon border,

stretching from Adrian, Oregon, at river mile 409 downstream to river mile 188, just above the
confluence with the Salmon River. This reach includes the three Hells Canyon Complex
reservoirs (Brownlee, Oxbow, and Hells Canyon reservoirs). The three reservoirs span about 90
miles. This reach also includes over 70 miles of the Snake River upstream of the reservoir
complex, and nearly 60 miles of the free-flowing Snake River downstream of the reservoir
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complex. The downstream segment is designated under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and
flows through the Hells Canyon Wilderness and the Hells Canyon National Recreation Area.
Nutrient Pollution in Hells Canyon
33.

Due to excessive algae growth, the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River is

listed by the states of Idaho and Oregon as water quality “impaired” under Section 303(d) of the
CWA. The reach is impaired from river mile 409 through 272.5. Impaired segments include the
upstream Snake River segment (river miles 409 to 335), the Brownlee Reservoir segment (river
miles 335 to 285), and the Oxbow Reservoir segment (river miles 285 to 272.5).
34.

Excessive algae growth is caused by nutrient pollution. Nutrient pollution is one

of America’s most widespread environmental problems and is caused by excess nitrogen and
phosphorus. Although nutrients naturally occur in the environment, high levels of nutrients in
the Snake River Basin can be attributed to anthropogenic sources such as urban and rural runoff,
agricultural runoff, in-stream and near-stream erosion, and sewage and septic waste.
35.

Excessive algae growth can cause a variety of environmental and human health

problems. Algal blooms block sunlight, resulting in the destruction of submerged aquatic
vegetation, which is a critically important food source for many organisms. Dissolved oxygen is
important for fish and other aquatic life, but algal blooms eventually die off and consume
dissolved oxygen. Algal blooms can cause taste and odor problems in drinking water. Algal
blooms can also be unattractive to swimmers, boaters, and other recreationists and in excessive
amounts threaten their health, safety and well-being.
36.

Nutrient pollution can cause or contribute to the excessive growth of

cyanobacteria, or blue-green algae, and cause a harmful algal bloom (HAB). Not all blooms are
toxic, but when HABs occur, they present a serious health risk to humans, pets, livestock, and
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wildlife. Humans and animals can be exposed to the HAB toxins from ingestion, skin contact, or
inhalation. Health effects to humans and animals range from skin irritation and stomach upset to
neurotoxic effects and, at high levels, possible death.
37.

High nutrient levels in Hells Canyon also contribute to “mercury methylation”,

which is the process by which inorganic mercury is transformed into more dangerous organic
methylmercury. Mercury (Hg) released to the atmosphere by coal-fired power plants, mining,
incinerators, and other sources is transported through the atmosphere and deposited in water
bodies. Atmospheric deposition provides mercury to water bodies primarily as inorganic
mercury. Inorganic mercury can be removed from waters by being buried, lost to the
atmosphere, or transported through outflow. Inorganic mercury can also undergo rapid
transformations, driven by bacteria, where it is converted to methylmercury.
38.

Nutrient pollution, primarily from agriculture, flows into Brownlee Reservoir.

Plankton feed off of the nutrients, die, sink to the bottom of the reservoir, and are decomposed by
bacteria. The bacteria use up available oxygen in the deeper parts of the stagnant reservoir,
creating anoxic conditions that covert mercury to methylmercury.
39.

Methylmercury is much more toxic than inorganic mercury. Methylmercury

easily moves into lower levels of the food web, and it efficiently biomagnifies to a high level
through food webs. In Hells Canyon, fish absorb methymercury as they feed on other aquatic
organisms. As larger fish eat smaller ones, concentrations of the pollutant increase in the bigger
fish.
40.

The most common route of mercury exposure in humans is eating fish and

shellfish contaminated by methymercury. As methylmercury accumulates in human tissue,
metabolic and neurological damages may result. Humans of all ages are susceptible to chronic
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mercury poisoning. Pregnant women and children are especially susceptible to mercury
poisoning.
41.

According to the USGS, recent data collected from Hells Canyon reservoirs

shows methylmercury concentrations, and the percentage of mercury in the form of
methylmercury in the bottom sediments and deep parts of the water column, are “substantially
elevated” compared to other natural waters and reservoirs in Idaho. In one study, USGS sampled
198 smallmouth bass collected throughout Hells Canyon and found that 96% of fish had such
high levels of mercury in their tissue as to exceed Oregon’s standards for protecting humans
from toxics in fish. Over 30% of these fish exceeded Idaho’s less-stringent standard.
The 2004 Hells Canyon TMDL
42.

In 2003, the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality (IDEQ) and Oregon

Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ) jointly developed TMDLs for nutrients,
dissolved oxygen, sediment, and temperature for the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River.
IDEQ and ODEQ first issued a TMDL on July 15, 2003, and submitted the revised Hells Canyon
TMDL to EPA on June 19, 2004. EPA approved the Hells Canyon TMDL by letter dated
September 9, 2004.
43.

In an effort to bring the reach into compliance with nutrient water quality

standards, the Hells Canyon TMDL sets an in-river target of 0.07 mg/L total phosphorus from
May through September, with no target the rest of the year. The TMDL provides the following
rational for setting this target:
The fact that algae blooms are generally a summer occurrence, and that summer growth
appears to be most directly related to the designated use support concerns discussed
previously, is an indication that seasonal targets would be appropriate if sufficient
reductions could occur during the critical period of algae growth to result in improved
water quality and support of designated beneficial uses.
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The TMDL calculates that attainment of the seasonal target will result in a 70 percent reduction
of algal biomass and finds this sufficient to meet the nutrient water quality standard in the
impaired river segment.
44.

To meet this nutrient target, the Hells Canyon TMDL assigns waste load

allocations to most point source pollution dischargers and to Idaho Power. The TMDL also calls
for nonpoint source discharges to meet the 0.07 mg/L target. According to the TMDL, a 62
percent reduction in anthropogenic phosphorus loading would be required to meet the target.
The TMDL also assigns load allocations to the tributaries of the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake
River, which include the inflowing Snake River as well as the Boise, Payette, Malheur, Owyhee,
and Weiser Rivers. The TMDL requires each of these tributaries to meet the 0.07 mg/L
phosphorus target at its confluence with Hells Canyon. The Hells Canyon TMDL does not
assign phosphorous load allocations to point and nonpoint sources located in these inflowing
tributaries; instead, the Hells Canyon TMDL provides that tributary source allocations will be
established in the TMDLs created for the inflowing tributaries.
45.

The Hells Canyon TMDL is a “phased” TMDL. It was developed using

information available at the time but was intended to be revised in the future as new information
becomes available. The TMDL specifically provides: “This TMDL requires additional data to be
collected to determine if the load reductions required by the TMDL lead to attainment of water
quality standards.”
46.

Gathering information and revising the TMDL is a central part of achieving the

water quality goals set forth in the TMDL. The stated “overall goal” of the Hells Canyon TMDL
is “to improve water quality” in the Hells Canyon reach “by reducing pollution loadings from all
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appropriate sources to meet water quality standards and restore full support of designated
beneficial uses” within the reach. To meet this goal, the stated “key objectives” of the TMDL
include: “To ensure that additional data and information can and will be incorporated into the
SR-HC TMDL effort as time goes on … [and to] ensure that the improved understanding of the
SR-HC system (as provided by additional data) can be incorporated into the TMDL effort
through the phased implementation and iterative process of the SR-HC TMDL in such a way that
targets and load allocations can be revised (if appropriate) to better meet the needs of the
designated beneficial uses of the system.”
47.

The Hells Canyon TMDL further explains that the phased approach would

provide better assurances that water quality standards would be obtained because it included
additional monitoring, data collection, and periodic review and assessment. The TMDL states:
[The] fundamental elements of the phased approach are: (1) a process for
modifying TMDL objectives, targets and load allocations when water quality
standards change; (2) long-term, scientifically justified, water quality-based goals;
. . . (5) monitoring to periodically review and determine progress in attaining
TMDL objectives; and (6) periodic review and modification of these goals, costbenefit analysis, and progress in achieving them through a clearly articulated and
scheduled phased approach.
The TMDL also provides that ODEQ and IDEQ would consider reopening the TMDL upon new
information indicating that “the TMDL or its associated targets and/or surrogates should be
modified.”
48.

IDEQ and ODEQ created an Implementation Plan for the Hells Canyon TMDL.

The Implementation Plan provides that IDEQ and ODEQ intend to review the TMDL at least
every five years. The Implementation Plan also explains that revisions to specific
implementation plans may be undertaken to more effectively target activities to accomplish the
TMDLs goals, but that “[r]evisions to the TMDL itself imply the need to revisit the basis for
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water quality impairment, the basic relationship associated with the maximum available loading
capacity, and the load allocation to point and nonpoint sources.”
49.

In the TMDL, IDEQ and ODEQ recognized the significant effort that would be

required under the phased approach: “Implementing these objectives . . . will require a
significant effort over the course of many years during which TMDL objectives, assumptions,
analysis, progress, and particularly costs and benefits must be periodically reevaluated.”
New Information Shows the Hells Canyon TMDL Is Inadequate and Nutrient Water
Quality Standards Will Not Be Achieved
50.

When IDEQ and ODEQ chose to set a seasonal phosphorus target, they assumed

that algal blooms are generally a summer occurrence in the Hells Canyon reach and that nutrients
pass through the reach. But new information shows that neither of these assumptions are true
and that the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River remains impaired for nutrients despite
implementation of the TMDL.
51.

A 2011 USGS water quality report found surprisingly high concentrations of

chlorophyll-a, both in the Boise and Snake Rivers, in winter and early spring, especially at the
confluence of these two rivers. Chlorophyll-a is a surrogate measure of algae growth, and
orthophosphate is the key driver behind chlorophyll-a concentrations. The total phosphorus
concentration of the Snake River increased by over fifty percent downriver of its confluence with
the Boise River. In addition, the report acknowledged that while algae growth is most prominent
in the late spring and summer, algae grows in winter, early spring, and fall when phosphorous is
released from sediments. On the Snake River, the report observed algal blooms as early as
March.
52.

EPA has acknowledged the significance of this new information and recognized
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the need for year-round phosphorus limits. For example, in EPA’s Response to Comments for
NPDES Permit ID-0020443, EPA concluded that effluent limitations for phosphorus in the Hells
Canyon reach were needed year-round. EPA explained the year-round water quality problems
associated with phosphorus, including algae growth in winter, early spring and fall, and the recycle of phosphorus from sediment in the water column that occurs when phosphorus binds to
particulate matter and settles at the bottom.
53.

Additionally, on December 14, 2012, EPA added Snake River miles 280.5 to 404

in the Hells Canyon reach to Oregon’s 303(d) list for exceeding the state’s 0.015 mg/l nutrient
criteria for chlorophyll-a at USGS station 28727 near Adrian, Oregon during fall, winter, and
spring.
ICL’s Petition And EPA’s Failure to Respond
54.

Despite this new information showing the Hells Canyon TMDL target is

inadequate, neither IDEQ, ODEQ, nor EPA have reviewed or revised the TMDL to lower the
phosphorus target and/or make the target apply year-round. EPA’s failure to review, disapprove,
and revise the Hells Canyon TMDL places aquatic life at risk, interferes with recreation, and is
inconsistent with Congressional intent and statutory requirements.
55.

Based on these concerns, ICL petitioned EPA on March 9, 2015, to revise the

Hells Canyon TMDL under the agency’s authorities in Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act,
33 U.S.C. § 1313(d). ICL asked EPA to respond within 120 days.
56.

By letter dated April 27, 2015, EPA Region 10 Administrator Dennis McLerran

stated that EPA was reviewing ICL’s Petition and would later provide a more detailed response.
57.

In late 2016, ICL contacted EPA inquiring of the status of its review the Petition.

EPA counsel acknowledged that EPA had not been working on the Petition but said it intended
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to start doing so. In March 2017, EPA counsel stated that EPA had started reviewing the Hells
Canyon TMDL and Snake River tributary TMDLs in the Hells Canyon reach, but gave no
indication if and when it would respond to ICL’s Petition.
58.

As of the filing of this Complaint, EPA has not formally responded to (i.e.,

granted or denied) ICL’s Petition.
59.

EPA has no justified explanation for its failure to respond to ICL’s Petition.

60.

The Hells Canyon TMDL is now around 13 years old. As shown above, EPA,

Oregon, and Idaho recognize that a TMDL must be revised when new information shows that the
TMDL will not achieve compliance with water quality standards, as is the case here. The Hells
Canyon TMDL itself, as adopted by Idaho and Oregon and approved by EPA, calls for and
depends on five-year review and revision to ensure nutrient water quality standards will be met.
However, the states have not undertaken a five-year review or revised the TMDL.
61.

Until EPA takes action, the ongoing implementation of the TMDL will result in

only limited progress, and the Hells Canyon reach of the Snake River will remain impaired for
nutrients and continue to suffer from harmful algal blooms and high rates of mercury
methylation.
CLAIM FOR RELIEF
62.

ICL realleges and incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.

63.

ICL submitted its Petition to EPA in March 2015, thus triggering EPA’s duty

under the APA to issue a response granting or denying ICL’s Petition within a reasonable time.
See 5 U.S.C. § 555(b) & (e). EPA has not responded to the Petition, now more than two and a
half years later.
64.

EPA’s refusal or failure to respond to the Petition is a failure to conclude the
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issues presented in the Petition within a reasonable time and constitutes agency action unlawfully
withheld or unreasonably delayed under 5 U.S.C. § 706(1), which is harming Plaintiffs’ interests
and those of its staff, members, and supporters, and the public at large.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff ICL respectfully requests that the Court grant the following
relief:
A.

Declare that EPA’s refusal or failure to act on ICL’s Petition constitutes agency

action unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed in violation of the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706(1);
B.

Order EPA to respond promptly to Plaintiff’s Petition, within thirty (30) days of

the date of this Court’s order (or such other time as the Court deems appropriate);
C.

Award ICL its reasonable fees, costs, and expenses, including attorney fees, under

the Equal Access to Justice Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2412; and
D.

Grant ICL such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

DATED this 16th day of November, 2017.
Respectfully Submitted,
/s/ Bryan Hurlbutt
Bryan Hurlbutt (ISB # 8501)
Laurence (“Laird”) J. Lucas (ISB # 4733)
ADVOCATES FOR THE WEST
P.O. Box 1612
Boise, ID 83701
(208) 342-7024
(208) 342-8286 (fax)
bhurlbutt@advocateswest.org
llucas@advocateswest.org
Attorneys for Plaintiff Idaho Conservation League
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